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Executive Summary
This is the third volume of a set of reports describing different aspects of a collaborative project with the
Defence Science and Technology Group (DST Group), Maritime Division. The project investigated secure and
scalable private clouds focussing on container virtualisation.
In the previous two volumes, we have reported the details and results of our study of security of container
technologies, when deployed on a cloud and when used in isolation. Since security is considered one of the
biggest barriers to adoption of container technologies in enterprise environments, it is important to
experimentally study and thoroughly understand the security aspects of container technologies. Software
developers are increasingly adopting containers because of their better usability and performance compared with
the traditional virtual machines that are launched by a type-1/2 hypervisor.
Whilst security is a major deciding factor in the usage of container technologies, it is equally important to
consider other architectural characteristics when evaluating container technologies. In this volume of the project
report, we also report the performance and usability characteristics of each of the studied container technologies.
In our performance evaluation, we have used several different measurements of performance for each of the
container technologies compared with the processes running on the Host OS, and inside a full KVM virtual
instance. For the usability study, we evaluated all of the container technologies using the two primary use cases:
the systems administrator, and the containerised application developer. Each of these use cases was evaluated
based on the experience of the research team with the container technologies used for this project.
During the performance review, we have to heavily customise the benchmarks from sources for making them
work in our environment. For example, the start-up latency benchmark was based on an evaluation of
Kubernetes, and Docker Swarm. The changes needed to be made to work with the container technologies
themselves. Another challenge was that in some benchmarks the rkt-kvm image was unable to be used, and the
KVM image needed to be changed significantly for this to work, e.g., network bandwidth tests.
Our primary finding from performance analysis is that each of the studied container technologies performed
better than the KVM based virtual machine; however, each of them also has strengths and weaknesses on
different metrics. The usability is dependent on the role of the primary users of a system and the components to
be used. In terms of performance evaluation of the container technologies, further work is needed for
performing benchmarks that are based on practical use cases rather than performing a theoretical evaluation,
which measures the performance of the technologies under an environment setup for benchmarking. A practical
use cases based evaluation is expected to provide a more complete picture of the strengths and weaknesses of
each of the technologies in terms of performance. The usability evaluation of the studied container technologies
can be extended by involving people, other than the researchers themselves, who may have experience of
working in the roles described by our use cases. That type of usability evaluation is expected to provide much
more accurate and unbiased results.
This part of the work is expected to provide practitioners with useful information required to make decisions
about container technologies based on their use cases. This work provides more comprehensive information
about container technologies by studying two architectural characteristics apart from security.
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1 Introduction
This report belongs to a series of reports documenting the findings from a research project focused on
experimentally studying Open Source Software solutions for secure and scalable containerised private clouds. In
the other two volumes [1], [2], we have reported the security implications of the usage of container technologies
for private clouds and their isolation mechanisms when tested on a host. This report focuses on describing
various capabilities of these technologies in terms of quality attributes (such as usability and performance) other
than security. Some of the areas explored in this report are the performance benchmarks of the technologies, the
start-up latency of each container technology, and the usability of the technology. Whilst the usability section
discusses the reasoning for the evaluation and findings in detail, this section is based on the authors’ knowledge
of the quality attributes.
These reports are required as the security of the container runtimes is often referred to as the reason why
containers are rarely utilised in production environments [3], therefore, it is important to review the reasoning
behind why a user would utilise containers.

2 Context of the Study
This study is part of a research collaboration project with DST Group, Maritime Division. The project is aimed
at gaining knowledge and building capacity in technologies that can be leveraged to build and use a secure and
scalable private cloud. One of the key milestones of the study was to investigate the usage of container
technologies in private cloud deployments and their impact on the security and scalability of cloud in general.
The components of the project include:
• Hardware procurement;
• Laboratory environment setup;
• Investigation into the security of container based technologies and their impact on a private cloud
environment;
• Investigation into the security isolation of containers to the host systems;
• Development of container isolation improvements; and
• Conduct study on both the technological capabilities and risks of using lightweight containers both in
isolation and in private cloud deployments.

3 Evaluation Methodology
3.1 Container Performance Benchmarking
For studying the containers’ performance, we decided to test the container implementation using commonly
recommended benchmarks such as the performance of start-up latency, CPU, Memory, IO, and Networking.
Our container start-up latency testing is heavily influenced on the “Evaluating Container Platforms at Scale”
blog post by Jeff Nickoloff [4]. The author of this post tested the start-up latency for the Docker swarm and
Kubernetes container platforms.
We adapted the methodology used to look at the container runtimes themselves instead of the platforms. Figure
1 shows the process that we used for testing the time delay between the request for a container to be started and
when the container was ready. In the init phase of the process, we clear any previous data relating to the test to
ensure that all of the data comes from the same run. This action helps to have a consistent environment
throughout a test phase. In order to perform a fair analysis of the latency for the starting of containers, we want
to have the environment conditions on each run as similar as possible. For this purpose, we clean up the
environment by running the container runtimes deletion method over the test instance after concluding each test.
For the CPU benchmarking, we utilise the y-cruncher benchmark. This involves using y-cruncher to generate
the constant Pi to various accuracy. In all of our cases, we have set it up to utilise the Chudnovsky Formula for
calculating Pi. We perform this benchmark for 25 million, 50 million, 100 million, and 250 million decimal
digits of Pi. The methods of testing take each of the technologies and run the benchmark on each of these ten
times. We also run the benchmark on KVM and natively on the Host operating system for comparison purposes.
For the memory benchmark, we used the STREAM memory benchmarking tool. This benchmark uses four
different operations (as seen in Table 1) to test the memory bandwidth of a system. In our case, we are utilising
it to test the bandwidth of memory within the containers in comparison to KVM, and directly on the host OS.
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Figure 1: Process flow diagram for container start latency testing

For the performance benchmarking of the IO throughput of the containers, we used Bonnie++. This is a disk
benchmarking tool written in C++. The benchmarking process creates a file with a size equal to double the
RAM available on the machine. In our case, we limit the RAM usage of Bonnie++ to 2GB, leading to a 4GB
file being used for the benchmark. This does however have the effect that the random seek rate test will be
inaccurate as some UNIX systems will attempt to perform aggressive caching techniques[5]. This leads us to
discredit the results of the random seek test, and focus on the put, read, and rewrite tests.
Our setup was to have storage within the container in the way that is best to setup for rkt, Docker, and KVM.
This involved mounting a volume to the running instance and running the benchmark inside this volume. For
the Native and LXD test the amount of available space in the instance was sufficient to run the test as it was.
Table 1:STREAM Benchmark Operation Kernel information. A, B, and C are long vectors of size 10,000,000 elements. q is a
scalar[6].

Test Name
COPY
SCALE
SUM
TRIAD

Kernel
A(i) = B(i)
A(i) = q*B(i)
A(i) = B(i) + C(i)
A(i) = B(i) + q*C(i)

Bytes
16
16
24
24

Per iteration
FLOPS
0
1
1
2

The tests that Bonnie++ performs that we used are the block IO test, rewrite test, and the random seek test. The
block IO test creates the necessary file utilising the write system call, this removes a CPU overhead over the
per-character IO test that Bonnie++ also performs. The rewrite test performs the following steps:
1. Using the read syscall, read in a part of the file equal to the size of the read buffer being used;
2. In the file dirty the values that were just read; and
3. Rewrite the data pulled from the file.
This test is to check the effectiveness of the filesystem cache and the speed of data transfer. The random seek
test runs multiple processes in parallel with each of them using the lseek system call to random places in the file.
In order to benchmark the performance of the networking with different container technologies, the iperf was
utilised. The experimental setup had the software installed on the host machine and each of the virtualisation
technologies. That allowed us to test the network bandwidth on different connection directions. The directions
that we were considering during this evaluation is from instance to instance, instance to host, and host to
instance. In order to perform the host to instance, we use the reverse flag for iperf which tells the server to start
sending data to the client that has connected.

3.2 Technology Usability Study
In this study, we focused on various components of usability in the technologies that have been studied over the
course of the project. In terms of the container technologies themselves, we looked at the ease of installation,
image creation, image modification, container launch, and container deletion.
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With regards to the cloud technologies discussed in Volume 1 [1], we focused again on installation, but
additionally we looked into container management in both singular form and in clusters of containers. The
variation between usability of a singular container and clusters of containers is important as some of the
technologies that integrate container technologies with a cloud are designed for having large scale clusters of
containers being managed by a single service.

4 Performance Benchmarking Results
4.1 Container Start-Up Latency Results
After performing the actions described in the evaluation methodology with 500 samples of each technology (rkt
using each of the official images), we obtained various statistics for starting of each the container technologies.
These tests were run on the same hardware as described in Volume 1[1]. The following software versions of
each of the technologies were used:
Table 2: Technology Versions for Review

SOFTWARE NAME
DOCKER
RKT
LXD
QEMU/KVM
VIRSH

VERSION NUMBER (RELEASE DATE)
1.10.3 (March 10 2016)
1.2.1 (March 24 2016)
2.0.0.rc6 (March 24 2016)
2.0.0
1.2.7

Table 3: Statistical Summary for start latency of each Technologies Observations (two significant decimal places) in seconds

Technology

Sample
Mean

Sample
Median

Standard
Deviation

Median
absolute
deviation

1st
Quartile

3rd
Quartile

IQR

Min

Max

Docker
Rkt (fly)
Rkt (coreos)
Rkt (kvm)
LXD
KVM

0.33
0.39
0.95
2.76
6.07
14.88

0.33
0.38
0.78
2.14
5.86
14.62

0.017
0.023
0.97
2.55
0.53
1.09

0.015
0.015
0.030
0.15
0.096
0.12

0.32
0.37
0.76
2.05
5.81
14.6

0.34
0.41
0.80
2.24
6.53
14.74

0.02
0.04
0.04
0.19
0.72
0.14

0.28
0.35
0.73
1.89
3.57
14.42

0.41
0.49
10.43
24.58
10.39
31.64

Each of the data sets for container start latency have the density plots as shown below. A density plot is a good
way of visually inspecting the distribution of a single variable data set and can be used to see if there are outliers
within the data sets easily.
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From these distribution plots, it can be seen that rkt with either the CoreOS or KVM stage 1 image, as well as
LXD and KVM both have significant outliers in their data sets. This is shown by the long straight lines in the
density functions, as well as a much higher spike of density in one area of the curve in comparison to the rest.
In most cases, the outlier is a case where the starting latency is much higher than the mean, or median value. By
using a method of determining outliers using the quartiles and the Inter-Quartile Range (IQR), we reduced the
data sets to remove the edge cases to show the density functions without the outliers effecting the data
distribution.

These density distributions show that without the outliers the density approaches a normal distribution of the
data in the case of rkt. For LXD, we can see that we have two peak density of data, showing that the start
latency for a LXD container was either 5.5 to 6 seconds, or 6.5 to 7 seconds, with the first case being more
common. We can also see that the outliers of LXD were on either side of the peaks, whereas with rkt the outliers
were only to the right of the peak.
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The primary observed cause for these outliers that occurred to the right of the peak was associated with the
network setup of the containers. This is because each container was setup to use their own network namespace
separate from the host, where the host may have a bridge to the container network namespaces. The test used
this network to send a request to an open port on the host, which had the amount of time it was open being
recorded as the latency. In order to prevent failure of a connection causing a hang in the test, a command was
used to determine whether the route to the host had been setup prior to sending the request which informed the
server the container had started.
The network setup time was identified as changing in some cases for an unknown reason while running the
tests, which led to the requirement for checking of a route to host before sending the network packet. This is still
considered correct as the various start container commands will return once the virtualisation had started, yet the
kernel (or equivalent) had not finished setting up the environment.
From these results (see Table 4), it can be observed that the Docker application container runtime is on average
the fastest of the application container to start-up. Its starting latency is approximately the same as that of the rkt
fly stage 1 image, which is a chrooted set of directories. This is primarily due to the fact that each container
instance is a stack of multiple read only image layer, a single writable layer viewed as a single filesystem using
Another Union File System (AUFS). This leads to the ability of Docker to reuse different layers of an image,
which will significantly decrease the time to start a container in comparison to the first run of an image.
Table 4: Comparison Ratios of Technology Mean Start-Up Latency

COMPARISON
RKT-FLY / DOCKER
RKT-COREOS / DOCKER
RKT-KVM / DOCKER
KVM / LXD

RATIO PERCENTAGE
118.2%
287.8%
836.4%
245.1%

In contrast rkt creates a new directory for each container instance with stage1 being overlayed with a stage 2
image. This leads to the caching of whole images being impossible, however, there will still be some caching
being done as reads will be cached. The latency is also dependent on the methodology of fetching the stage 1
image that is being employed.
In our experiments we utilised the –stage1-name flag which fetched a specified image from the local rkt image
store to be used for stage1, leading to a much faster read as the image will not need to be stored into the image
store before being run. However, if we used –stage1-from-dir, or –stage1-path flags there would be a
considerable delay. We chose to utilise the faster method as the operation causing the slowdown is not directly
related to the container launch.
The LXD image containers start latency sit where we expect them, in between the rkt/Docker application
containers and the full KVM instance. The main surprise with this is that it still takes longer for LXD to start a
container in comparison to the rkt KVM stage1 image. This was unexpected as rkt KVM does start a full virtual
machine whereas LXD starts a namespaced container. On investigation this can be explained by rkts’ use of
LKVM as its version of KVM, which is much faster in comparison to the traditional KVM image. While rkt did
not use a full operating system, our choice of operating system for all tests should have still made this a fair
comparison as Alpine Linux [7] is a very small operating system with the ISO size being about 80MB.
From Table 4, we can see that the difference between using LXD over KVM has approximately the same
performance increase as the difference between using Docker over the default rkt-coreos stage 1 image. From
the standpoint of only considering the start-up latency of a container or virtual machine, for the application
container use case then Docker should be used. For the full system use case, then LXD should be used.

4.2 CPU Benchmarking Results
From Table 5 and Figure 2, we can see that in terms of the mean times for computing Pi to the different
precisions in millions of digits each of the pure container options perform very close to the Host OS
computation time. Additionally, the virtual machine based options (KVM, rkt-kvm) have worse performance as
expected. The usage of the rkt-kvm does have a significant improvement for CPU calculations over the full
KVM instance.
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Table 5: Mean Time of Computation for each of the Container Technologies

Technology
Native
Docker
Rkt
Rkt-kvm
LXD
KVM

25M digits

50M digits
5.0765
5.0426
5.1432
5.8288
5.0275
7.3484

100M digits
9.246
9.245
9.400
10.534
9.274
13.008

250M digits
19.115
19.141
19.142
20.856
19.162
23.294

43.112
43.799
46.649
53.104
43.185
58.968

Figure 2: Mean time for the computation of Pi as a benchmark for the CPU performance of the technologies. Each group
refers to the different precisions used, with each group being run 10 times for each technology.

From Table 6, we can see the full comparison of the mean computation times against the Host OS, as well as a
comparison of the two KVM based isolation solutions (rkt-KVM, and KVM). From these results, we can verify
that the container technologies do perform at a level that is very close to the native computation. Interestingly,
rkt seems to degrade in performance for large CPU loads. The reasoning for this is unclear, and this needs to be
verified for larger workloads with more repetitions for this hypothesis to be confirmed. Aside from this, each of
the containers only lose 1-2% when compared to the computation run directly on the host.
Table 6: Selected comparison of mean computation times between the different technologies. Primarily dealing with
comparison with Native, with another comparison with regards to rkt-kvm vs KVM.

Comparison
Native vs Docker
Native vs rkt
Native vs rkt-kvm
Native vs LXD
Native vs KVM

25m digits (%)
100.67
98.70
87.09
100.97
69.08

50m digits (%)
100.01
98.36
87.78
99.70
71.08

100m digits (%)
99.86
99.86
91.65
99.75
82.06

250m digits (%)
98.43
92.42
81.18
99.83
73.11

Rkt-kvm vs KVM

79.32

80.98

89.53

90.06

The KVM based isolation have much worse performance when compared to the Host OS, with rkt-kvm losing
10-20% and KVM losing 20-30% of performance. The primary reason for this is that the containers utilise the
Host OS kernel, whereas KVM will need to use their own version of the kernel, and virtualised hardware before
the request reaches the host system adding significant latency for computation.
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4.3 Memory Benchmarking Results
From Table 7 and Figure 3, it can be observed that like the CPU benchmarking results, KVM had the worse
performance in terms of memory bandwidth. The application container technologies performed in a manner
close to the tools running directly on top of the Host OS. An interesting result from our data is that LXD system
containers seem to perform about the same as the KVM stage1 image for rkt. However, the size of the error bars
for LXD do suggest that it is possible that this is a false conclusion, and should be verified with larger test data
sizes. The error bar sizes do, however, suggest that the memory bandwidth performance fluctuate with the usage
of KVM or LXD, where the other technologies are fairly stable in their bandwidth.
Table 7: Mean memory bandwidth in MB/s for each kernel operation performed on the different technologies under review

Technology
Native
Docker
Rkt
Rkt-kvm
LXD
KVM

Add (MB/s)
9958.16
9969.08
9961.13
9676.96
9794.21
6582.37

Copy (MB/s)
8892.31
8902.85
8891.24
8693.83
8643.31
5964.92

Scale (MB/s)
8760.26
8727.56
8738.94
8633.98
8592.61
5875.59

Triad (MB/s)
9993.76
9997.62
9990.45
9682.29
9646.52
6614.27

Figure 3: Average memory bandwidths of each of the technologies from the different test kernels from STREAM (see Table
1).

From Table 8, we are able to state that the application container runtimes (Docker and rkt) have very little
difference to the benchmark running on the host OS with variations <1%. Whilst it is also true that rkt-kvm and
LXD have less performance, and are similar in performance, the difference between them and the Host OS is
still <5% in all cases. This loss of performance is not significant in most use cases.
However, the loss of performance for the full KVM test shows a highly significant difference in the memory
bandwidth with KVM losing a full third of the memory bandwidth from the host. This further showcases that
container technologies have a much lower performance overhead compared to full virtual machines.
Table 8: Comparison of technology mean memory bandwidth to the memory bandwidth of the Host OS

Comparison
Docker vs Native
Rkt vs Native
rkt-kvm vs Native
LXD vs Native

Add (%)

Copy (%)
100.11
100.03
97.18
98.35

Scale (%)
100.12
99.99
97.77
97.20

Triad (%)
99.63
99.76
98.56
98.09

100.04
99.97
96.88
96.53
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KVM vs Native

66.10

67.08

67.07

66.18

4.4 IO Benchmarking Results
From Figure 4, Table 9, and Table 10, it is clear that Docker has a write performance very close to that of a
process running on a host system. Additionally, it can also be observed that rkt has a close performance to that
of LXD on both of the writing test cases. This indicates that the volume mounting implementation that Docker
utilises is very different from the one that rkt utilises. As we did not explicitly mount a volume to LXD,
however, we are unable to conclude about the method that is being used. It is also clear that the write
performance of KVM is significantly less than the rest of the technologies utilised, especially in the rewrite test
case.
Table 9: IO benchmarking results for block IO, rewrite rates

Technology

Put Block Rate (MB/s)

Native
Docker
Rkt
LXD
KVM

Rewrite Rate (MB/s)

174.07
169.22
151.37
154.94
124.17

Get Block Rate (MB/s)

168.60
164.88
148.70
150.99
74.24

5772.69
5550.60
3978.31
3893.53
204.44

Table 10: IO benchmark comparison of virtualisation to running on the Host OS

Comparison

Put Block Rate (%)

Docker vs Native
Rkt vs Native
LXD vs Native
KVM vs Native

97.21
86.96
89.01
71.33

Rewrite Rate(%)

Get Block Rate (%)
97.79
88.20
89.56
44.03

96.15
68.92
67.45
3.54

Figure 4: Benchmark results for block writing and rewrite test cases from Bonnie++
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Figure 5: Benchmark results for the block reading test case from Bonnie++

From Figure 5, it is shown that the analysis from the write test cases still hold true for the block reading test
case, the primary difference is that KVM seems to have a large performance overhead on the reading of blocks
of an attached volume. This implies that it is possible that the significant slow-down on the rewrite test case was
due to the read operations, rather than the writing operations. These findings imply that for IO operations
Docker seems to be the best choice under the conditions of our evaluation.

4.5 Network Benchmarking Results
In these benchmarks, we do not include the KVM stage1 image for rkt as the iperf command failed without
being able to connect to the server. This occurred regardless of the firewall settings or which network interface
was utilised. Similarly, the KVM image used had to be changed into an Ubuntu based image, rather than the
usual Alpine Linux version for much the same reasons. This suggests that Alpine Linux is missing one of the
libraries required for iperf to work, however, the default stage 1 image of rkt worked, which implies that this
may have to do with the shared kernel of containers allowing some action, that KVM does not.
For the KVM tests, the container refers to an instance of a virtual machine managed by a KVM hypervisor. In
terms of the Native tests, the container refers to different data directions depending on the test. In the Host to
Container test, the data is being sent from the server mode instance to a client mode instance of iperf. In the
Container to Host test, the data is being sent from the client mode instance to the server mode instance of iperf.
Table 11: Mean Bandwidth for TCP connections from different connection directions.

Technology
Native
Docker
Rkt
LXD
KVM

Host to Container
(Gb/s)
28.97
9.49
30.08
29.11
20.52

Container to Container
(Gb/s)
N/A
32.65
23.2
32.67
16.45

Container to Host
(Gb/s)
39.95
27.56
36.45
31.19
21.41
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Figure 6: Results for TCP bandwidth testing for each technology from different connection directions

From For the KVM tests, the container refers to an instance of a virtual machine managed by a KVM
hypervisor. In terms of the Native tests, the container refers to different data directions depending on the test. In
the Host to Container test, the data is being sent from the server mode instance to a client mode instance of
iperf. In the Container to Host test, the data is being sent from the client mode instance to the server mode
instance of iperf.
Table 11 and Figure 6, we can see the different strengths and weaknesses of the containers technologies based
on the direction of the connection. The following observations were made from the findings:
• LXD and KVM have a stable bandwidth regardless of connection directions;
• Docker works well for outgoing traffic bandwidth, but for incoming traffic from the host performance
drops significantly; and
• Rkt communicates well with the host in both directions, but does not perform as well when connecting
to other containers.
Whilst both LXD and KVM have a stable bandwidth, the bandwidth for LXD is consistently high, whereas
KVM is the worst performing in all connection categories apart from the host to container connection. The low
performance of KVM seems to indicate that as TCP is a reliable mechanism, it seems likely that the low
bandwidth is due to large numbers of retries needing to be done before a packet is considered to be transferred.

Figure 7: Results of UDP bandwidth and datagram loss for each technology from different connection directions

When considering the results of UDP bandwidth tests (see Table 12), the data loss rates need to be considered.
This is due to UDP being thought of as a “fire and forget” protocol where it does not matter if a packet is
received or not as long as it gets sent.
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From Figure 7, we can see that the bandwidths of each of the technologies are approximately the same when
UDP is utilised, however, if we also take into consideration the datagram loss rates, we can see that a lot less
packets are being received through KVM under the container to container, and the host to container categories.
These findings can indicate that while KVM may perform well in terms of Bandwidth using UDP, it cannot be
considered reliable.
Table 12: Mean results for the bandwidth and datagram loss under UDP for the different connection types

Technology
Native
Docker
Rkt
LXD
KVM

Host to Container
Bandwidth
Datagram
(Gb/s)
Loss (%)
N/A
N/A
16.75
0.67
17.19
0.70
16.80
0.61
20.06
43.4

Container to Container
Bandwidth
Datagram
(Gb/s)
Loss (%)
N/A
N/A
12.56
0.00
10.21
0.01
11.09
0.00
14.57
10.15

Container to Host
Bandwidth
Datagram
(Gb/s)
Loss (%)
19.75
3.51
17.16
0.01
17.44
0.00
12.49
0.00
15.49
0.01

5 Technology Usability Study
This section will describe two different usability scenarios, which will be used to evaluate the strengths and
weaknesses of the technologies evaluated in the project in terms of their usability. The first scenario that will be
considered focuses on the systems administrators’ usage of a system; and the second scenario focuses on the
containerised application developers view.
The primary differences between the systems administrator usage and that of the containerised application
developers is that the systems administrator will be using the system in the installation or system configuration
time whereas the developer will be utilising the system at runtime.
Our usability study will be taken from our viewpoint of utilising Mirantis OpenStack Fuel 7.0 and Ubuntu
14.04LTS (Trusty) for building and using a private cloud infrastructure. With regards to the usage of runtime,
we consider this in the viewpoint of any remote or local system depending on the use case.

5.1 Systems Administrator Usability Scenario
From Table 13, we can see that the system administrator for a cloud infrastructure is one of the users, while the
deployment is in the configuration state. For the system to be usable under this scenario, we need to consider the
installation process to the level it can be configured for an end user of the system, as well as the impact the
installation may have on the remainder of the system.
Table 13: Usability Scenario Capture for System Administrator

SCENARIO COMPONENT
SOURCE OF STIMULUS
STIMULUS
ENVIRONMENT
RESPONSE

RESPONSE MEASURE

COMPONENT VALUE
Systems Administrator
Adapt System
Minimise error impact
System configuration time
• Installation of system based on end-user
requirements
• Impact of installation on remainder of cloud
should be minimised
• Configuration capabilities
• Default configuration
• Additional components modified

The configuration level of a cloud system with regards to a user’s requirements can be measured by the
configuration capabilities of the software to be used and the nature of the default configuration. The default
configuration needs to be taken into consideration as this should reflect on the most common use case with
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sensible defaults. The impact of the installation can be measured by the number of other components that need
to be modified for the new system to work. These components can include other cloud services and firewalls.
5.1.1 Docker Engine
On Ubuntu 14.04, there is a package within the universe/admin repository section docker.io, which contains the
Docker engine v1.6.2 (2015-05-13). This is significantly out-of-date and should not be used. On the official
documentation there are steps outlined for the installation of the latest version of Docker from their own apt
repository [8]. Whilst not difficult to install, most systems administrators will usually use an operating system’s
official packages as they are generally considered the best for distribution.
For Docker the version within the official package repository is missing a number of the security improvements
that have been made over the past year [9]. It may be good to deprecate this entry in the official packages, or
warn the administrator that the package is out of date.
The default configuration of the Docker Engine is to be run on a local machine while being accessible from a
UNIX, or Inter-Process Communication (IPC) port. This configuration works on a single machine deployment
where the developer will be sitting on the same host so that Docker can be used for testing. However, there are
many configuration options available to a system administrator to change the default behaviour of the Docker
Engine.
The Docker daemon can be made to be fully accessible from remote clients by telling the daemon to listen to a
TCP port instead of the default UNIX socket. This is done by setting the –H flag to be equal to the host ip and
port the daemon will be sitting on, e.g., 0.0.0.0:2376. It is a good idea to use Transport Layer Security (TLS) for
all connections in order to help ensure that all users of the system are authorised as the Docker engine will still
be running in root. If the client is utilising certificate authentication, then a non-root user can send the requests if
they have the appropriate keys [10]. In order to enable TLS once all keys are setup, the daemon should be
started with --tlsverify flag. Docker can also be set to interact with a cluster of hosts by using the --cluster-*
options in order to set the advertising URL, link to the distributed data store of the cluster (e.g., etcd), and
options regarding the clusters data store.
There are also other options for the Docker daemon in regards to the networking setup and security profiles that
are used for all containers on this host. The range of options available to a system administrator for
configuration improves the ability to adapt the system based on a developer’s requirements for the system.
During the installation the components that are requiring to be modified is dependent on the deployment of the
Docker engine. In the case of a default configuration, no additional modifications to the host system are
required. However, in the case of remotely accessible daemon, or if the host is a part of a container cluster then
the modifications to the system can involve network option modification, firewall rule changes, and
management of TLS certificates and keys.
5.1.2 Rkt application container runtime
The rkt application container runtime was very simple to install, in order to get a running instance of rkt the
following steps were taken:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Download the latest (or required) release tar.gz file onto the host machine;
Untar the downloaded file to the required location;
Run the script for directory creation;
Add the binary to your path (optional); and
Add the groups and permissions (optional).

Upon following these steps no issues were found with the installation, and no modifications to the installation
guide were required for the installation. Configuration of a rkt installation is done at three levels represented by
three different directory tree locations [11]. The first level is the system level, this is a configuration that should
be read-only and is provided by the distribution of the rkt runtime. The second level is the local level; this is the
configuration that is specific to a particular system that hosts a rkt installation. An administrator usually
modifies this configuration to provide host specific configuration values. The last level is the user level; this is
the configuration that is specific to a single user on a host. This configuration is useful for storing credentials for
a user as well as in the case of a user having a particular requirement for their stage 1 image.
The rkt configuration is split in versions and kinds. The version of the configuration is able to tell rkt whether an
option is available in the current installation. The kinds of configuration specify the type of configuration this
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can include: auth, dockerAuth, paths, and stage 1. The auth kind of configuration is used to configure the
authentication needed when downloading images and signatures from a particular domain. The dockerAuth kind
of configuration is used to configure any authentication required when downloading data from a Docker
registry. The paths kind of configuration is used to customise various paths that rkt uses to store rkt data or the
stage 1 image path. The stage 1 kind of configuration is used to specify the default stage 1 image that should be
used.
This multi-layered configuration gives the system administrator the capability of defining a configuration that
can be used by any user on the system without preventing the user from using their own configuration if they
require. There is a rkt API that can run on a non-root user account and has a limited view of containers on a
system. The API is designed to be used to list and show the details about the rkt pods, images, and installation
details. This can be setup simply by calling the rkt api-service command with the –listen flag pointing to the
ip:port that a user wants to serve the API on [12]. The host operating system requires limited change for the
deployment of rkt, as with the Docker daemon if a remotely accessible endpoint is required there may be
changes required to firewall rules.
5.1.3 LXD container daemon
Similar to Docker, in order to install LXD onto Ubuntu Trusty a repository needed to be added to the host
machine [13]. However, in contrast to Docker, there is no package in the default repositories that contain the
LXD container daemon. This implies that in order to install the package onto the host OS, it is required to use
the correct Personal Package Archives (PPA) for the version that is required. This in turn leads to a much easier
installation experience for LXD as once the repository is added to Ubuntu then installation and upgrading of
LXD can be easily managed by the aptitude package manager. Configuration of LXD can be split in two
separate components: server configuration (the daemon itself) and container configuration (LXD instances).
Each of the configuration components are further split in different namespaces.
For the server configuration, the available namespaces are core, storage, and images. The core namespace
allows for the configuration of daemon networking options, and a trust password to be placed on a daemon. The
storage namespace allows for the configuration of various options for the storage of data for images and
containers. The images namespace allows options to be set for the management of container images.
For the container configuration, the following namespaces are available [14]:
• Boot
• Environment
• Limits
• Raw
• Security
• User
• Volatile
The boot namespace is responsible for the configuration of containers that are to be automatically started with
LXD. The environment namespace allows environment variables to be placed within a container for usage by an
exec command. The limits namespace allows for the resources available to a container to be constrained based
on the configuration provided. The raw namespace allows for either an LXC configuration or AppArmor profile
to be added to any configurations generated by LXD. The security namespace allows for a container to be
configured as either privileged, or able to have nested containers. The user namespace allows for any custom
key/value store that can be used in search for a particular container. The volatile namespace is the namespace
with temporary options and should not be used except internally to LXD.
It is possible to have a configuration such that a public facing LXD service can be provided. This LXD service
is set to be a container host for other LXD instances. There is a need to set a password for this public service,
which can be used through the remote add host command to create an alias for the other instance to utilise. That
command allows for a user to manage multiple LXD enabled hosts from their own machines, which allows for
cluster management to manage on a host-by-host basis. The most common change required in the host operating
system is the networking options for the host. This can take the form of routing tables, bridge creation, and
firewall rule modification.
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5.1.4 OpenStack Nova Docker hypervisor
For this part of our study, it is assumed that a system administrator has already installed a cloud; now he/she is
installing the Nova Docker hypervisor on one of the installed compute nodes. In order for this to be installed,
the first step is to install Docker as normal, then adding the “nova” user to the docker group to allow the novacompute service to manage the lifecycle of Docker containers through a daemon.
Then there is a need to install the driver; that can be done using python pip [15]. After installing the modules as
required, a user should configure Nova compute on the host and Glance on each of the controllers. The changes
required for Nova configuration is to switch the compute_driver option to point to the Nova Docker hypervisor
module and to add a rootwrap filter file for setting up of network namespaces.
The changes required for Glance configuration is to add docker to the list of acceptable container formats. After
restarting the Glance services on each of the controllers, and the compute service on the host, the installation of
Nova Docker Hypervisor driver is complete. The installation of Nova Docker hypervisor driver would be simple
in a single controller environment, or a Devstack deployment. For our study environment, there are three
controllers that need to be modified. This situation can greatly increase the difficulty of configuration.
There are some configuration options specific to the nova-docker driver which are designed to be used by the
hypervisor driver to set Docker specific options for the containers being launched by a driver. These include
certificate paths for TLS secured daemons, privileged containers, Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) validation usage,
and Docker host details. As the installation requires modifications to cloud services that are not restricted to
residing on the compute host the possible impact of the installation on the stability and availability of the cloud
deployment are high. This reduces the usability of the driver significantly.
5.1.5 OpenStack Heat
By default, the Mirantis OpenStack 7.0 distribution automatically installs the Heat project requiring no further
action to be taken unless the Heat Docker plugin is required for some use cases. Once the Heat Docker plugin is
installed and Heat has been restarted, no further action is required as all the information that the plugin requires
is found within the template definition files being utilised.
The configuration of the Heat project is extensive and can be significantly changed depending on the required
use case. Mirantis OpenStack provides a well balanced starting point for the configuration of Heat. However
due to the complexity of this task, there is a high possibility of an error on changing the configuration.
Additionally, if an error is present in the configuration in some cases, it will be undetectable until a particular
feature is required, for example the notification alarms, which can be used to tell Heat that a server instance has
finished configuration from cloud-init. Heat is a service that communicates only with other services and is
installed as a part of Mirantis OpenStack. Hence, the changes to the cloud deployment are minimal and its
impact on the cloud system during installation is minimised.
5.1.6 OpenStack Magnum
In order to install OpenStack Magnum project onto our cloud environment, we simplified the deployment to
utilise only a single controller node, rather than using the three for a high availability deployment. This was so
we did not have to modify the HAProxy and Pacemaker configurations on each of the nodes, which could have
led to major issues with the rest of the deployment if a mistake was made.
The installation of the service and the client itself was not difficult and could be done in a similar way to the
Nova Docker hypervisor driver using Pip. However, while attempting to perform the installation and
configuration, there was a version mismatch between the stable/kilo branch that we were installing and the
python requests library that was already installed for other software. This meant that if we left the requested
library as a pip requirement then the Glance service would break on the controller on which we were installing
Magnum. Once the project and client were installed, we needed to add it to the rest of the infrastructure before
starting the services. This involved creating the database tables, configuring Magnum as required, adding the
service API to the Keystone endpoint discovery service, and creating users and roles required for management
of Magnum.
After the installation and configuration of Magnum, we needed to modify the firewall on the host. This was not
in the installation guide for Magnum, however, it was discovered as a necessary step as the Mirantis OpenStack
nodes will only accept traffic on ports that are defined at installation time. The steps to do this were to delete the
drop traffic rule on the INPUT set, add the API port to allow traffic and then re-add the drop traffic rule. In
order to start the service, instead of creating systemd files and using them to ensure that Magnum will remain
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launched, we utilised a virtual terminal session using screen and ran the commands as required (magnum-api,
magnum-conductor).
Most of the difficulty of the installation of this project was to do with the fact that Magnum was not officially
released with the Kilo release of OpenStack; and that documentation was mainly for developers who were using
Devstack as their deployment. Like Heat, the impact on the remainder of the cloud deployment was kept
minimal as it communicates with Heat, or the deployed server instances directly; in order to perform any of the
actions that are required by a user.
5.1.7 OpenStack Murano
By default, the Mirantis OpenStack 7.0 distribution can be set up to automatically install the Murano project
requiring no further action. The configuration of Murano can be used to customise its behaviour in terms of the
Murano engine, the Heat service communication, messaging protocols, and Murano networking setup. As with
the Heat, and Magnum projects, Murano does not pose a large impact on the remainder of a cloud platform as it
can be installed by Mirantis OpenStack and uses Heat as its primary deployment tool. The usage of agents on
the server instances also minimise the impact on a cloud system.

5.2 Containerised Application Developer Usability Scenario
In the usability scenario captured in Table 14, the source for the stimulus is a developer of an application to be
launched within a container. We analyse the use case from two perspectives. The first perspective is the
creation, maintenance, and distribution of the container images. The second perspective is the deployment of the
application with the container technology. It should be kept in mind that not all applications are monolithic, and
in some cases during deployment multiple containers will need to be managed. This situation needs to consider
the deployment of multiple containers in terms of usability of these technologies.
Table 14: Usability Scenario Capture for Containerised Application Developers

SCENARIO COMPONENT
SOURCE OF STIMULUS
STIMULUS

ENVIRONMENT
RESPONSE
RESPONSE MEASURE

COMPONENT VALUE
Developer of a containerised application
• Use efficiently
• Learn to use system
• Adapt system
Runtime
• Has features needed
• Anticipates user need
Gain of user knowledge

5.2.1 Image Creation
For authoring cloud images, each of the options for containers has their own creation systems. In this section,
we briefly touch upon whether these are simpler or harder than creating images for KVM. The Docker engine
utilises a custom file type called the Dockerfile in order to create a container image. These files use the FROM
directive to inform the Docker engine about the image to be used. All the directives after this one which modify
the contents of the image in some way will create a new layer for the image. In order to build the image, the
build command is utilised. This command informs the Docker engine to take the Dockerfile and perform all of
the actions as requested. This implies two things; first that the system building the image needs to have Docker
installed and have access to an instance of the engine; Second, the user building the image needs to be allowed
to communicate with the engine that means the user has been granted the root access to the host machine.
The method to build rkt images is very different from Docker. Instead of having a single file, there is a binary
called acbuild, which can be used for this task. Following are the steps to create an Application Container Image
(ACI):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Start the build environment (acbuild begin);
Set the title/url of the image (acbuild set-name);
Copy required contents of the image into the environment (acbuild copy <src> <dest>);
Set required attributes (acbuild label add or acbuild annotation add);
Write the ACI to a file (acbuild write); and
End the build environment (acbuild end).
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The acbuild command is also able to add isolators for enforced resource and security management for the image
set as image metadata. This will define what is in the stage 2 component of the image, the remainder of the
container will be defined by which stage 1 image is used at launch. As LXD images are full operating systems,
the creation of images are much more difficult to achieve compared with rkt and Docker. The LXD images can
be created by having a rootfs of the container, a metadata file, and a templates directory. The rootfs in LXDs
case will be a full operating system that takes significant storage space. There is little information available for
creating customised images. Hence, there is a steep learning curve for creating LXD images.
5.2.2 Image Modification
After being built, an image is usually modified at some stage. This can be a binary modification/addition and/or
environment change. Any difficulty in the modification of an image for a particular container implementation
can lead to decreased usability of the software and productivity of the developers using the containers. The
methodology of modifying the Docker images are very similar to creating images. The modifications that need
to be made to the Dockerfile are done and then the docker build command is utilised. In order to take full
advantage of Docker, the build should be done where each version is tagged so that if a user requires a particular
version of the software on the image then they can use the tagged version.
However, there are some issues with the Docker modification model. The primary one is the image caching
system. This system speeds up the time it takes to build different versions of the image by taking each layer of
the image and only doing a rebuild if there is a change in the layer. Theoretically, this is a sound practice for
optimising the build process. In reality, the caching system has difficulty in seeing whether a particular binary
has changed between different versions. This could mean that even though the application being integrated into
a container image has been modified, the old version could still be used causing many issues with the
distribution. There is a –no-cache flag for the build process but this means that all optimisation of building the
image is lost. Hence, the –no-cache should only be used if an issue with the cache has been diagnosed.
The verbosity of the build process will allow for the image author to tell whether or not the image is being built
as expected. The only issue is that the author will need to be aware of any possible issues of the build process,
for example, the build cache problem. Like the Docker image modification process, rkt has the same process for
the build and modification of images. As with the Docker versions, it is recommended to change the version
number of the image in order to allow for a user to be able to use a particular version of the image. The number
of commands required to build any complex images will put a large strain on developer. Since these are shell
commands, the process can easily be automated using a simple shell script. The acbuild repository [16] has
some examples of the shell scripts that developer can use for writing new scripts for that purpose.
Compared with the application containers, e.g., Docker and rkt, the LXD container has a different image
modification system. The images modification processes of application containers focus on running commands
outside of a container environment. For the LXD, we use a running image as a base to perform the modification
required using a combination of commands such as exec and file push commands to change the image as
required. Once all the changes have been completed, we stop the container and publish the image [17]. The
publish command takes the stopped container, makes a copy of the content and places it within the image store
with the image properties that are required (e.g., image usage permissions).
5.2.3 Image Distribution
Once we can build and modify images, we need a way to distribute these images. The images can be distributed
using a basic mechanism such as FTP or scp. The container implementations also have a way to distribute the
images specific to their implementation. Docker images can be distributed in a few ways; for this study, we
discuss the two most common ways of distributing Docker images: the Docker Hub, and the Docker registry. It
should be noted that the Docker Hub uses the registry in its backend.
The Docker Hub can be considered as a publicly hosted image distribution service. While there is the capability
of having private image repositories, such repositories are hosted on infrastructure belonging to Docker. In order
to add images to the Hub whether or not the image is flagged as public or not, an author will be required to have
an account on the Hub. In the case of a private image repository, a user of the image is also required to have a
login for the Hub. The Docker Hub is analogous of a Git repository host such as GitHub. The docker registry
and the Docker trusted registry (commercially supported version) can be thought of as analogous to Git is to
Github in terms of the Docker Hub. The docker registry can be deployed on your own hardware with various
configuration options associated with it such as storage backend and security.
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The workflow of using the registry or the Hub is the same. We either pull or build an image onto the local image
store for Docker. We can then upload that image to the registry using the docker push command. This image can
then be pulled down from the registry as required. If the registry is not on the local host, there will need to be
some configuration performed with regards to the TLS certificates for the server as the docker engine will not
download an image from a remote server unless properly secured with regards to TLS.
While rkt itself does not implement an image distribution service, the way that images are fetched from remote
repositories by rkt is simple to implement: for this purpose, a HTTP(S) server needs to be setup with a
metadata-discovery page being returned on a request to https://<full_image_name>?ac-discovery=1, where
full_image_name is a URL based name, e.g., example.com/hello. The returned page should use meta tags to
inform rkt where the image can be found and can be based on some tags.
The URLs that rkt attempts to download include: the image, the image signature (.aci.asc file), and the public
key file for the server. For the image to be verified, the public keys need to be trusted by a system administrator.
The LXD image store has an inbuilt method of performing image distribution. Instead of running a separate
program to perform the data, we configure the daemon component of LXD to be running as a public facing
service. This allows any other LXD service to configure this service to be one of the remote servers.
Additionally, only the images marked as public are accessible to the remote LXD servers.
5.2.4 Container Deployments
Container Launch
In order for any of these technologies to be useful, there needs to be a usable method of launching containers
that does not require a deep knowledge of the technology to operate. This section discusses if there was any
difficulties faced when launching a custom image. In each case, we assume that the daemon was running and
configured appropriately if required.
The default behaviour of the docker run command is to use the image metadata for decisions for which binary to
execute, and to execute this application without attaching any of the stdin/stdout devices to the container
(interactive mode). This will also use an automatically generated name for the container. The given name of the
container is used in order to refer to the instance as required. Whilst the default behaviour is quite simple, it does
follow the most common use case for the software, which is good for usability. In order to change the default
behaviour of the run command, there are a series of flags that can be used to turn on various features, change the
values of environmental variables, and set the name of the instance. The documentation of the run command
[18] gives sufficient detail about each of the flags for the user to have the behaviour of run match their use case
in most cases.
By focusing only on the Docker Engine, there may not be a way to launch multiple containers except by running
the commands manually. However, Docker has released the Docker Compose tool that allows for a definition of
multiple related containers to be launched through the Engine. This tool allows for a micro-services based
architecture to be easily deployed from a definition written in a YAML file.
The default behaviour of the rkt run command is to build the layered application of the stage 2 directory on top
of the stage 1 pod image. The difference between rkt and Docker is that in order to utilise an image, the image
must be signed unless the user specifies to use the image insecure option. Only the images that are signed with
trusted keys are allowed to run by default. This does decrease the usability of rkt for customised images as the
workflow for generating a signed image is challenging on first setup [19]. However, the future image signing is
much simpler. It is recommended that on any shared or remote machine images are signed, however, if the
image is going to run locally then utilising the image insecure option will be fine.
As with the Docker run command, rkt by default will not have the stdin/out to be attached to the container. This
can be done with the –interactive flag. There are additional flags, which can modify the behaviour of the
container, however, the quality of the documentation of these options are not as high compared with the
documentation for Docker. If the container needs to have a different command executed at launch than what is
specified in the container metadata then the documentation starts being insufficient. In order to use a different
binary with command line options, the binary needs to be specified as –exec=<binary> and any command line
options for the binary needs to be between a -- and ---. An example of a use case for this may be to start the
application on the container in debug mode.
For the deployment of multiple applications, there are two methods that can be considered. The first method is
to deploy multiple applications inside a single pod. This has the effect of two different application images being
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placed inside of the same container. The second method is to utilise a third party tool such as systemd to manage
the multiple container deployments. This is possible as rkt has a high level of integration into the systemd unit
system. Due to the differences between application and system containers, the equivalent of the run command of
rkt/Docker in LXD is split into two commands. The first is the launch command and the second is the exec
command.
The launch command of LXD is the command that builds the environment and starts the emulated operating
system of the container. The launch command is able to specify if the container is to be ephemeral (notpersistent), some configuration options, and the profiles to apply to the container on launch. Whilst the
configuration options and profiles provide similar functionality, the configuration options are local only to the
particular container and will not be reused for other instances. Whereas the profile is a set of configuration
properties, which can be reused on multiple instances.
The exec command of LXD allows a user to execute a particular binary on the container. This can be a simple
shell that will allow the user to utilise the container as if it was the operating system, or it could be a web
application or daemon to run. Whilst there are options for the mode to use, i.e., interactive/non-interactive, and
the environment to run the command under. The limited documentation only shows the directly related
command options. However, the way to get command line arguments is fairly standard in that anything
following -- will be classified as a part of the command and will not be parsed by the lxc command.
In terms of launching multiple containers, LXD does not support this well as the use case for multiple containers
deployments is centred around the deployment of applications rather than systems. This leads to multiple
containers deployments for LXD having to be done manually.
Container Deletion
The containers need to be deleted after they have finished the assigned tasks. The deletion of containers is
carried out for several reasons such as the security risk of leaving data on the host as well as lowering the
amount of resources available for the host to use. In order for a container implementation to be usable in this
regard, the deletion of containers needs to be independent of the configuration of the container, and the
circumstances where a delete will not occur needs to be well documented.
All of the container implementations have a similar command for removing the resources of a container. The rm
command is used for rkt and Docker, whereas LXD has the delete command. In all cases the default behaviour
of these commands are to only perform the removal of the container if it is stopped. These commands are
independent of the configuration for the container in all cases. In the case of LXD and Docker, it is possible to
force the deletion of a container using a flag, which stops the container and deletes all the resources associated
with it. rkt by contrast does not have this option, additionally, it does not allow a user to stop the container using
the Command Line Interface (CLI). The documentation of Docker and rkt are clear about the fact that only
exited containers are allowed to be deleted. However, the LXD documentation does not specify the status of the
container before being able to be deleted. The LXD documentation does not show that the –force flag is
available to a user until a delete is attempted.
Single Container Management on OpenStack Cloud
In terms of a single container management, we are looking at the usability of each of the technologies with
regards to deploying a single container application. We are not looking at how the container is deployed, this
may be on a standard Docker engine host or could be within a container orchestration engine. We are looking at
the interfaces used, usage of custom container images, and if deployment knowledge for the container is
required.
The interfaces used to interact with the Nova Docker hypervisor driver are the same as that of utilising the Nova
project with a KVM hypervisor driver. The Nova API is well defined and has both a command line client and a
web based UI in the form of the Horizon project for deploying applications. In order for an image to be
deployed on a cloud using this driver, the image name within the Glance image store is the same as the image
name in the metadata of the Docker image.
There is a two step process of deploying a custom Docker image onto the OpenStack cloud with nova-docker.
The first step is to import the image into the Glance image service. This is done by using the docker save
command and piping the output to a glance image-create command from the Glance project CLI [20]. The next
step is to launch the container as normal. However, for a multiple hypervisor cloud, the nova-docker hosts
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should be placed in a separate availability zone as the ImageProperties filter [21] does not work with the
hypervisor type being set to Docker.
The required knowledge of the backend technologies for the cloud is limited to the fact that Docker will be
providing the virtualisation required for the request. Any other information about the deployment is not required
for launching a container in most use cases. Exceptions may be in some networking setups where some
knowledge of the networking stack is necessary for the containers launch.
The interfaces required for interacting with Heat for container deployment are the same as performing any other
action utilising Heat. This involves the creation of a template YAML file, which specifies all of the resources
that are required by the “stack” being deployed onto a cloud infrastructure. This equivalence with common
usage of Heat allows for the deployment of containers using Heat to be easier to learn than tools that require a
different approach for container deployment.
If a container’s template is being deployed onto a Nova Docker hypervisor driver, then the template will be
specifying an image that is held within the Glance image store. This is the way the Nova Docker hypervisor
driver deploys containers from an image. If the container’s template is being deployed utilising the Heat Docker
plugin, the custom image will have to be pulled from a Docker registry. This registry will have to be configured
for the Docker daemon being utilised as the default registry since there is no way for the plugin to specify the
Docker registry to utilise. This is due to the fact that instead of creating their own instance for hosting Docker
images, the Docker container resource instead points to a host that it can access.
The interfaces of the Magnum project are limited to the command line, primarily due to the age of the project.
There are two commands for the management of single containers; container-create and pod-create. While podcreate is not necessarily for a single container, this is the way to launch containers on the Kubernetes bays that
need to be started prior to this. In turn, the container-create command is specific to the Docker Swarm bay of
Magnum. While the pod-create has a reasonable interface in this version as pods are defined by their manifest,
the container-create image requires a json file with all of the details for the container to be sent into stdin for the
container. The information in the json file includes the bay_uuid, the image, and the name of the instance.
The usage of a custom Docker image using Magnum is not documented for the release that has been used for
this study. Moreover, we were unable to determine the exact sources of the images due to the lack of complete
documentation for the command line for the release used in this styd. However, it was concluded that the source
of images is the public Docker Hub, allowing for only containers that are placed onto the Hub to be used with
Magnum. It should be noted that it is possible for newer versions of the software to have significant updates for
their command line interface.
As mentioned previously, the usage of two commands for launching containers leads to the requirement that a
user is aware of what Magnum bay has been deployed for their usage. While not a major issue, the separation of
commands leads to a steeper learning curve for using the tool.
Murano command line interfaces are challenging to understand. Since there is little documentation about their
usage, the command line client has a steep learning curve and is usually not recommended for developers to use.
However, Murano has a very good GUI that is built into the Horizon OpenStack Dashboard project. The UI
provided by Horizon enables a user to manage the packages that have been imported into OpenStack. It also
allows for the definition of environments that are a collection of applications to be deployed. There are several
applications available at the catalogue: http://apps.openstack.org/. In order to add an application to an
environment through this UI, it is possible to utilise a drag-and-drop style interface with forms that collect any
information required for the deployment. If the selected component is dependent on another component, Murano
also gives a choice to add a new component to fit this dependency.
In order to use a custom image with the Murano UI, the image must be uploaded to a Docker registry. This
registry does not need to be the public Docker Hub registry. It is possible to utilise a private registry that is setup
inside of an organisation. This is equivalent between using a Kubernetes and a standalone Docker host from the
application catalogue. Due to the way that Murano works with allowing a user to pick and choose which
applications they need to deploy on the OpenStack infrastructure, there needs to be no knowledge on how a
cloud is deployed, or what technologies are being utilised. The developer is in charge of deciding whether to use
a standalone Docker host to hold their containers or to use a more feature-rich application such as Kubernetes.
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Container Cluster Management on OpenStack Cloud
In terms of a container cluster management, we studied the ease of the use of the technologies being
investigated for the management of multiple containers. This could be by using an orchestration engine such as
Kubernetes, or as simple as having a group of containers on a cluster of hosts.
The Nova Docker hypervisor driver does not directly support multiple container deployments as it is used to
start a single instance of a container. This indicates that any multiple container deployment needs to be done
manually. This is prone to mistakes as each container, or other resource required needs to be deployed
separately providing a higher probability of mistakes occurring.
The Heat project is designed to allow customised deployments based on the templates provided by users. Heat
allows for a simple way to deploy multiple containers on a cloud infrastructure. This can be achieved through
the usage of Nova Docker hypervisor drivers or the Heat Docker plugin. The ability to have parameters in the
templates allows for the templates built to be portable over different environments. The usability of Heat for the
deployment of multiple containers is quite high with pitfalls being associated with the amount of work required
to setup the templates, and ensuring the ordering of resource launching.
The Magnum project was designed to fulfil this particular use-case, therefore, the ability to have multiple
containers on a Magnum bay is a simple matter. However, due to the different commands being associated with
different container orchestration engines, the usability of the interfaces is not as high as it should be. However,
the usage of common container orchestration engines allows for an easier transition from using Kubernetes or
Docker Swarm on its own to within an OpenStack cloud environment. Additionally, Magnum also provides the
ability to scale the number of worker nodes of the container orchestration engines to allow for larger scale
systems.
The process of deploying multiple containers on OpenStack with Murano is the same as the process for
deploying a single container. The main difference is that Murano has additional features to deal with this, as
applications that rely on each other can be pointed to either an existing instance of a package or to a newly
created instance. This allows for containers to be able to share resources within the environment. If the packages
on the catalogue do not fit the use case it is also possible to create one for yourself. However, the process to do
this can be difficult to understand with documentation being somewhat incomplete.

6 Concluding Summary
This section summarises the key findings from our study of the performance and usability of the studied
container technologies. The findings reported are based on studying a set of container technologies for
performance and usability. We used various metrics for the virtualisation technologies as well as some baseline
technologies for performance evaluation of Docker, Rkt, LXD, and KVM. We also ran the benchmarking
software on the host operating system. This study has enabled us to draw useful conclusions with respect to the
performance and usability of container technologies. However, it should be noted that none of the benchmarks
show the performance under realistic workloads; instead they are pushing the system to find the quantitative
results of the benchmarked metrics.
For most cases the container technologies outperformed KVM.
Our study showed that Docker performed the best in the start-up latency metric, being significantly faster than
the other studied technologies. Docker also performed well for other metrics such as CPU computation time,
memory bandwidth, and IO operations. It did not perform well in some cases of network connections. In the
case of TCP connections, Docker performs worse than other technologies when connecting between the host
system and the container instance. It does perform reasonably well for TCP container to container connections.
In UDP testing it was found that all container technologies performed about the same across the board.
For benchmarking Rkt, we used two different stage 1 images when possible. These images were the default
CoreOS image and the KVM image. In terms of start-up latency, Rkt with the CoreOS image performed well
with a latency under 1s, however, the KVM image performed significantly better than the LXD image. Rkt with
the CoreOS image performed well in CPU performance, memory bandwidth, IO performance, and networking
performance. The drawback is the networking with the performance of container to container connections using
TCP connections being slightly worse than Docker and LXD. Rkt using the KVM image performed better than
full KVM images in all cases, however, it had the same performance as LXD in memory bandwidth, and
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performs better than LXD in terms of start-up latency. In our analysis, we were unable to perform benchmarking
on IO and networking using the KVM stage 1 image of rkt.
We observed that LXD performed well in CPU performance, memory bandwidth, and all TCP networking.
While not performing as well as Docker, LXD performed similarly to Rkt in IO performance, which in some
cases was reasonable, in others it was a significant drop in performance. LXD performed well in UDP for most
cases except when creating container to host system connections. In terms of start-up latency LXD performed
very badly as the only technology that performed worse than it was KVM, including the rkt KVM instance.
We also performed usability evaluation of the studied container technologies using our own experience with the
technologies during this project. We wrote our about our experiences with each of the container technologies in
two different roles, systems administrator, and containerised application developer. These were chosen as they
are the roles that we fulfilled during the project.
For the systems administrator role, we looked at three key points: installation difficulty, appropriateness of
default configuration, and the impact of the technology on the rest of the system whether it be cloud or a host
system. Most of the container technologies under analysis were found to be simple to install, not requiring any
major challenges to be overcome. We found that Magnum was the only project that was difficult to install
because of the immaturity of the project. The default configurations of most of the contain technologies were
well thought out and fitted within the more common use cases. The container technologies had simple
configuration files but the documentation is usually missing. The cloud integration technologies have complex
configuration files as they needed to interact with other systems within the cloud environment, however, there is
sufficient amount of documentation.
We found that each of the container technologies could have a minimal impact on the other processes that were
running on the host system. The Nova hypervisor drivers had an impact requiring changes to both controller
nodes and compute nodes, and a change was required to the Glance service for Docker to be run. The impact of
Heat, Magnum, and Murano on the rest of the cloud infrastructure is minimal as each of these projects is a
wrapper talking to other services in order to provide the required behaviour.
In terms of the containerised application developer role, we studied the following key points: creation and
modification process for images, image distribution, container launches, cloud deployments of containerised
applications. Whilst the modification of already created images of the container technologies are quite simple,
they are usually the same as the creation system; LXD has a steep learning curve for creating images from
scratch. For Docker, the image cache needs to be taken into consideration on modification as it does not always
detect the changes that have been made since creation. The distribution of these images are simple in all cases
with Rkt being the most difficult, but is probably the more customisable option which is good for some use
cases. As launching containers is one of the more common operations being performed for the container
technologies, the process for doing so is kept simple. However, rkt has a compromise of usability and security
with the default run command requiring the application container images to be signed and trusted by the systems
administrator before running unless an insecure option is used.
Our study has showed that Nova hypervisor is the simplest method of deployment as this is the same as
launching any other hypervisor type on a cloud infrastructure. A lot of the interfaces associated with Magnum
are undocumented due to the immaturity of the project; however, the interfaces have changed significantly from
the evaluated version which from a glance looks much easier to utilise. The Murano command line interface is
difficult to understand and utilise, however, the Horizon plugin is very easy to use for deployment. In order for a
deployment with Heat a lot of understanding and planning needs to occur before a correct deployment is built.
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